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Abstract unlimited.Because the electron beam of any high energy can 

In this paper the design of a accumulating storage ring also be accumulated,the electron energy is unlimited.In 

for the electron beam with ultra-fast automatic cooling is general,the energy of the electron beam must be equal to or 

given.The electron beam can be continuously injected and larger than 2 Mev.Because the nonneutral plasma system is 

accumulated in more than 1 MA at the enough high self-constricted and stable,the plasma dencity can be 

eneregyIt can contain deuterium and tritium about one per much higher than the magnetic confinement fusion and ap- 

cent and confine them to realize the fusionThe choice of proximating to the initial confinement fusion.It is useful to 

the cooling magnet and the lattice design are introduced. improve the action rate.Besides,the device is not only 

1 INTRODUCTION minimal and cheap,but also technically simple and remark- 

J.P.Schiffer proposed the possibility of achieving a ably feasible,it is easy to combine with the magnetic or the 

condensed crystalline state in cooled particle bcams.Thier initial conllnement. 

calculations have shown that a plasma of one kind of parti- In this paper,a minimal accumulating storage ring with 

cle under the influence of such a field as f = k.r can undergo the continuous injection is illustrated.Condenscd plasma 

a phase transition and form a crystalline aray in a certain confined by the intense electron beam can be obtained and 

conditions[l].In the case of the nonneutral plasma,when used to the fusion. 

Budker limits are fulllllled[2] 2. DESIGN OF THE LATTICE 
1 Z.Ni 

y <-- As usual,the accumulating storage ring with ultra-fast 
Y N, <l 

automatic cooling consists of the two straight line sections 
In that case,the critical intensity of the electron beam could and N identical periodic sections or “unit cells”,which is cal- 
be unlimited. The self-electric field is expressed led a lattice.There is no specific distinction from the ordina- 

Er=[- 
c.gz.: b 1.t ry storage ring,except that the bending magnet should play 

When 
a part in the automatic coolingIn the case of the linear ap- 

rb = 1 cm,I= 1 MA,E, = F proximation,the current standard treatment of the 

betatron oscillation can be used[rl],except that the edge-fo- 
Such a super intense field is quite fitted to the above demand cusing angle of the bending magnet must be satisfied with 
for the condensed crystalline.Of course,it can be used to the the requirement for the automatic cooling.By other 
fusion.Besides,the Ultra-Fast Automatical Cooling for words, there is a strict constraint in the edge-focusing angle 
Beams was found out[3],which makes the accumulating ring of the bending magnet. In order to simplify the structure,we 
with the continuous injection realize easily.ln had better choose a group of the double quadrupole lenses 
other words,the technically simple and remarkably feasible as focusing element.Then the motion of particles can be ex- 
way has turned up. pressed in terms of the linear transformation 

This new idea of the fusion has such characteristics as X(s) = M(s,s,) - X(sJ (2.1) 

follows:Its confinement is the super-intense static electric 

field produced by the intense electron beamIn the 

nonneutral plasma,the electron beam intensity is 
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x,(s,)= l,x’,(si)=o 

x*(s,)= o,x’,(si)= 1 

As usual,where X stands for both horizontal and vertical di- 

rection matricesusing the piecewise method of solution,we 

have 
M=M,;M,,*M,,-M,, *M,, *Mb-M, (2.2) 

Where ML is ,of the matrix inOtl+e edge-focusing,so that 
1 

Ma = I -k, - l4cp) 1 -1 
1 0 

Mey = L -k, * ran(q) 1 1 

k,=%B 
PO 

In the bendin magnet regionwe have 

Cos(k,s) 

Mb* = 

$ Sin(k,s) 
b 

- k,Sin(k,s) Cos(k,s) 

1 s 
Mby = i 1 0 1 

k,=k*B 

In the conditions of the automatical coolng,we know 
M bmx =M,xJ!fer 

(Codcp)) -’ (k,) -’ * Sit+) 
= 

0 CMP) 1 

(2.3 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The matrix in the section of a free drift space or in the 

section of a quadrupole lens is the same as usual 

expression[4]. 

The optimum parameters are obtained in considering of 

that p does not approach to z.The results are as follows: 

N = 6;~ = y ;k, = 0.05;1, = I1 = 10 Cm;/, = 35 Cm; 

I, = 6 Cm;k,, = O.I3077;k,, = 0.10196;p2 = 1.2939; 

fly = 1.6624 

The envenlope can also be obtained. 

3,THE NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATION 

OF THE TRANSVERSE EMITTANCE 

In the linear approximation,as well knownthe 

emittance is an invariant of the motion 

~=y’xz+2.a~x~x’+B~(X’)‘=Consf. (3.1) 
n 

But according to the principle of ultra-fast automatic cool- 

ing&e transverse emittance of a beam with constant energy 

should be shrinked in the nonlinear motionIn order to 

prove that deduction,we must consider the nonlinear trans- 

formation of the transverse emittance. 

In the region of the quadrupole lenses,we still use the 

exactly linear tranfer matrix.But only in the region of the 

bending magnet with ultra-fast automatic cooling,the for- 

mulas (2.5) in the paper [3] are used for calculation of the 

nonlinear transformation. 

We should point out that the magnetic lield in the 

median plane is only dependent on the transverse 

coordinate.Therefore it is the simplest way for the field to 

equal a constant,Then 

Bn = B = Const.;K = L . B; 
PO 

p .A(()= -K-t 
PO 

Then the formulas (2.5) in the paper [3] become 

XI ={ 
Xi 

Cos(Bc,) + xi * Sin(Oe,) 

+ f: [J+ - /J-&q1 ’ &I 

* K4-Je,)+x, ’ - Sin(Be,)] 

f=Sin(O .+68.)iK-c er I 

f, = WOei)+ K* t; 

Sin@Q,) = [Ci + Sin(U#,)] * Cos(O,,) 

- Sidoe,) - 47: (Cc + Sit1(6~,))’ 

c, = =@*A x. 

i 

\I 1+ (xj’ 

= - Cos(0,) - -‘_ 

,fi-,)’ 

- Sin(Oei) 

That can be considered as the analytical solution of the 

nonlinear equation of motion in the natural coordinate sys- 

tem. can be used for calculation of the nonlinear transfor- 

mation. 

We have taken two groups of the initial conditions 
x, = 0; xii = 0.1 Radian 

x,=0; x’ , = 0.05 Radian 
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Then the calculations follow the tracks of the emittance 3.When the amplitude of the betatron oscillation is 

phase points in the 360 periodicities or 60 turnsThe corre. smaller,the emittance phase trajectory is quite similar to a 

sponding emittance phase diagrams are illustrated in firgure ellipse,while there is obvious damping.Therefore it is not 

true that the emittance is an invariant in the 
X* 

1 and 2,from which we can get some inspirations 

d 
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Fig. 1 ,the phase diagram in small amplitude Fig.2,the phase diagram in large amplitude 

l.The emittance phase trajectory is devided into five tranditional theoryIf only the emittance entirely is equal to 

curves,which is not a closed ellipse any longer.The zero,it really becomes an invariant. 

emittance phase points always approach to the center x 4.The bending magnet as a cooling element may be got 

= 0,x’= O.That is a typical damping diagram.In the case of widespread use in various storage rings,because only 

both larger and smaller amplitudes,there is the steady the proper edge-focusing angle is need.Therefore the relia- 

damping in the phase diagram in the stable regioin.The re- bility and feseability are very clear. 

sults show that the deduction from the principle of 5.In the case of the larger amplitude,the phase area is 

ultra-fast automatic cooling for beams is true indeed. shrinked so fast that the continuous injection can be real- 

2.When the amplitude of the betatron oscillation is ized. 

larger,there is obvious distortion in the emittance phase di- 

agram.From the figure 2 we knom,it takes 15 turns or References 

about 0.3 ns that the first phase point on each curve reach [l] J.P.Schiffer,AIP Conf.Proc. 150,345,(1986) 

thetinal one.The phase area has contracted by a factor of [2] R.B.Miller,AIP Conf, Proc. 184,1729,(1989) 

1 / e in 15 turns or 0.3 ps.Therefore the corresponding cool- [3] Ciao Shuyang and Qian Guangyu,the Principle 

ing rate is much more rapid than the stochastic or the fast of Ultra-fast Automatic Cooling for Beams, (the same 

electron cooling by six or seven orders of magnitude. It is proceedings) 

useful to realize continuous injection, [4] ECourant and H.Snyder,Ann.Phys.,3,1,(1958) 
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